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Abstract
We discuss a grammar development process used to generate the trees of the wide-coverage Lexicalized Tree Adjoining Grammar (LTAG) for English of the XTAG Project. Result of the coupling of Becker’s metarules and a simple yet principled hierarchy of rule application, the approach has been successful to generate the large set of verb trees in the grammar, from a very small initial set of trees.

1 Introduction

The XTAG Project (Joshi, 2001) is an ongoing project at the University of Pennsylvania since about 1988, aiming at the development of natural language resources based on Tree Adjoining Grammars (TAGs) (Joshi and Schabes, 1997). Perhaps the most successful experience in it has been the construction of a wide-coverage Lexicalized TAG for English (Doran et al., 2000; XTAG Research Group, 2001), based on ideas initially developed in (Krock and Joshi, 1985).

As the grammar grew larger, the process of consistent grammar development and maintenance became harder (Vijay-Shanker and Schabes, 1992). An LTAG is a set of lexicalized elementary trees that can be combined, through the operations of tree adjunction and tree substitution, to derive syntactic structures for sentences. Driven by locality principles, each elementary tree for a given lexical head is expected to contain its projection, and slots for its arguments (e.g., (Frank, 2001)). Keeping up with these principles, one can easily see that the number of required elementary trees is huge for a grammar with reasonable coverage of syntactic phenomena. Under the XTAG project, for engineering reasons, the grammar has been split up in (roughly) two main components\(^1\): a set tree templates lexicalized by a syntactic category, and a lexicon with each word selecting its appropriate tree templates. Figure 1 shows typical grammar template trees that can be selected by lexical items and combined to generate the structure in Figure 2. The derivation tree, to the right, contains the history of the tree grafting process that generated the derived tree, to the left.\(^2\)

\(^{1}\)For a more accurate description of the XTAG system architecture, see (XTAG Research Group, 2001) or (Doran et al., 2000).

\(^{2}\)For a more comprehensive introduction to TAGs and Lexicalized TAGs we refer the reader to (Joshi and Schabes, 1997).
the XTAG grammar, 783 are for verbs, almost 80%. That happens because the grammar tries to capture in elementary trees the locality for each of the diverse syntactic structures related transformationally to each other (the effect of long distance movement is captured by adjunction of the intervening material). Examples of required tree templates are: declarative transitive (the example above); ditransitive passive with wh-subject moved; and intransitive with PP object with the PP-object relativized.

As early noticed by (Vijay-Shanker and Schabes, 1992) the information regarding syntactic structure and feature equations in (feature-based) LTAGs is repeated across templates trees in a quite regular way, that perhaps could be more concisely captured than by just having a plain set of elementary trees. Besides the obvious linguistic relevance, as a pure engineering issue, the success of such enterprise would result in enormous benefits for grammar development and maintenance.

Several approaches have been proposed in the literature describing compact representations methods for LTAGs, perhaps the best known being (Vijay-Shanker and Schabes, 1992), (Candido, 1996; Candido, 1998), (Evans et al., 1995; Evans et al., 2000), (Xia et al., 1998; Xia, 2001), and (Becker, 1993; Becker, 1994; Becker, 2000). We describe in this paper how we combined Becker’s metarules with a hierarchy of rule application to generate the verb tree templates in the XTAG English grammar, from a very small initial set of trees.\footnote{This work started years ago, already mentioned in (Doran et al., 2000, p. 388). There has been some confusion on the issue, perhaps driven by a somewhat ambiguous statement in (Becker, 2000, p. 331): “In this paper, we present the various patterns which are used in the implementation of metarules which we added to the XTAG system (Doran et al. 2000)” The work of Becker conceived and developed the idea of metarules for TAGs (Becker, 1993; Becker, 1994). He also created the original implementation of the metarule interpreter as part of the XTAG software, from 1993 to 1995, thereafter improved to reach a first stable form as documented in (XTAG Research Group, 1998). However, with respect to grammar development, he only created the necessary example patterns to support the concepts of metarules, while the work described here is the first to actually evaluate metarules in-the-large as part of the XTAG project (a preliminary version of this paper was in the TAG+6 workshop).}

2 Metarules

We present in this section an introductory example of metarules.\footnote{For a more comprehensive introduction of its linguistic motivations and the basic patterns it allows, see (Becker, 2000).} Consider the two trees in Figure 3 anchored by verbs that take as arguments an NP and a PP (e.g., put).

The one to the left corresponds to its declarative structure; the other to the wh-subject extracted form. Despite their complexity, they share most of their structure: the only differences being the wh-site in the right tree (higher NP) and the trace at subject position. That observation would not be very useful if the differential description we have made was idiosyncratic to this pair, which is not the case. Clearly, many other pairs all over the grammar will share the same differential description.

![Figure 3: Some related trees for the verb put](image)

Figure 4 shows a metarule for wh-subject extraction that captures the similarities mentioned above. It describes how to automatically generate the tree in Figure 3.b, given as input the tree in Figure 3.a. Here is how it works. First the input tree has to match the left-hand side of the metarule, $lhs$ in Figure 4, starting from their roots. In the example, the $lhs$ tree requires the candidate tree to have its root labeled $S_r$. Then, its leftmost child has to be an $NP$, as indicated by the node $?2NP_r$ in $lhs$: $?2$ indicates it is the variable $#2$; $NP_r$ indicates we need an $NP$, regardless of the subscript. Next, the $lhs$ tree requires the rest of the tree to match variable $?1$. That is trivial, because such variables with just an identification number are “wild cards” that match any range of subtrees. The matches of each variable in $lhs$, for the application to the input tree in Figure 3.a, are shown in Figure 5.

Had the matching process failed no new tree would have been generated. Since in the example above the matching succeeded, the processor move
to the final step, which is to generate the new tree. We look at the right-hand side of the metarule rhs and just replace the instances of the variables there with their matched values, obtaining the tree in Figure 3.b. The same process can be applied for the many other pairs related by the same metarule.

In a feature-based grammar as the one we are focusing on, to create tree structures without the proper feature equations is of little use. On the other hand, experience has shown that feature equations are much harder to maintain correct and consistent in the grammar than the tree structures. The XTAG metarules use features in two ways: as matching requirements, and for transformation purposes.

### 3 An ordered set of metarules

The set of verbal trees can be seen as a subset of the Cartesian product of three dimensions: subcategorization (e.g., transitive, intransitive), redistribution (e.g., passive), and realization (e.g., wh-subject movement) – discounted, of course, combinations blocked by linguistic constraints (e.g., there can not be object movement in intransitives). The verb trees in the XTAG English grammar are organized in families that roughly reflect a subcategorization frame. Hence, each family contains trees for each combination of redistribution and realization alternatives compatible with the subcategorization frame. The base tree of a family is the one corresponding to its declarative usage (no redistribution, arguments in canonical position). Table 1 summarizes the current coverage of the XTAG English grammar. The grouping of the families is just for presentational convenience.

Becker (1993; 1994; 2000) proposes that a grammar is the closure of the set of base trees under metarule application, raising a heated discussion on the unboundedness of the process of recursive application. We understand the issue is artificial and we show in this section that a simple ordering mechanism among the metarules suffices.

Our strategy for generation of the verbal trees is the following. There is a unique ordered set of 21 metarules (Table 2). For each family, we start with the base, declarative tree, apply the sequence of metarules, and the result is the whole family of trees. The sequence of metarules are applied in a way we call cumulative mode of application represented in Figure 6. The generated set start with the declarative tree. The first metarule is applied to the set, generating new trees, which are themselves included in the generated set. Then the second rule is applied, and so on, until the sequence is finished.

Redistribution rules are applied before realization

---

### Table 1: Current XTAG Grammar Coverage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subcategorization Group</th>
<th>No. of Fams.</th>
<th>No. of Trees</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intransitive</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transitive</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjectival complement</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ditransitive</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prepositional complement</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verb particle constructions</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light verb constructions</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentential Complement (full verb)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentential Subject (full verb)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idioms (full verb)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small Clauses/Predicative</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equational &quot;be&quot;</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ergative</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resultatives</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It Clefts</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>57</strong></td>
<td><strong>1008</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Notice that in the context of TAGs, metarules are used “off-line” to generate a finite grammar, a bounded process, which is radically different from their use in the Transformational Grammar tradition or in any other “on-the-fly” environment.
Metarule | Description
---|---
**passive** | Generate the passive form
**passive-fromPP** | Passive form for PP complements: "Results were accounted for by ..."
**dropby** | Passive without by-clause
**gerund** | 'Trees for NPs like in "John eating cake (is unbelievable)"
**imperative** | Imperative
**wh-subj** | Wh-subject movement
**wh-senssubj** | Wh-subj. mov. for sentential subjs.
**wh-npobj** | NP extraction from inside objects
**wh-smallnpobj** | NP obj. extr. for small clauses
**wh-apobj** | AP complement extraction
**wh-advobj** | ADVP complement extraction
**wh-ppobj** | PP complement extraction
**rel-adj-W** | Adjunct rel. clause with wh-NP
**rel-adj-noW** | Adj. rel. clause with compl.
**rel-subj-W** | Subject rel. clause with wh-NP
**rel-subj-noW** | Subj. rel. clause with wh-NP
**rel-subj-noW-forpassive** | Subj. rel. clause with compl. for passives
**rel-obj-W** | NP Object rel. clause with wh-NP
**rel-obj-noW** | NP Obj. rel. clause with compl.
**rel-ppobj** | PP Object rel. clause
**PRO** | PRO Subject

Table 2: Metarules used to generate the verb families of the XTAG English Grammar

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input Trees</th>
<th>MR0</th>
<th>MR1</th>
<th>...</th>
<th>MRn</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Output Trees</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6: Cumulative application of metarules

Figure 7: Partial generation of the *put* family

4 Evaluation

An important methodological issue is that the grammar was generated towards a pre-existent English grammar. So we can claim that the evaluation was quite accurate. Differences between the generated and pre-existent trees had to be explained and discussed with the group of grammar developers. Often this led to the discovery of errors and better ways of modeling the grammar. Perhaps the best expression of the success of this enterprise was to be able to generate the 53 verb families (783 trees) from only the corresponding 53 declarative trees (or so) plus 21 metarules, a quite compact initial set. More importantly this compact set can be effectively used for grammar development. We turn now to the problems found as well as some interesting observations.

4.1 We undergenerate:7

There are about 20 idiosyncratic trees not generated, involving trees for ‘‘-ed’’ adjectives, restricted to transitive and ergative families, and Determiner Gerund trees, which lack a clear pattern across the families.8 These trees should be separately added to the families. Similarly, there are 10 trees involving punctuation in the sentential complement families which are not worth generating automatically.

We do not handle yet: the passivization of the second object (from inside a PP) in families for idiomatic expressions (“The warning was taken heed

---

7We overlooked it-cleft families, with unusual tree structures, and the equational be family with two trees.

8For instance, the nominalization of the transitive verb *find* selects a prepositional complement introduced by the preposition of: “The finding of the treasure (by the pirates) was news for weeks.” But the ‘‘of’’ insertion is not uniform across families: cf. “the accounting for the book.”
of”); the occurrence of the “by phrase” before sentential complements (“I was told by Mary that ...”); and wh-extraction of sentential complements and of exhaustive PPs. Except for the first case all can be easily accounted for.

4.2 We overgenerate:
We generate 1200 trees (instead of 1008). However things are not as bad as they look: 206 of them are for passives related to multi-anchor trees, as we explain next. It is acknowledged the existence of a certain amount of overgeneration in the tree families due to the separation between the lexicon and the tree templates. For instance, it is widely known that not all transitive verbs can undergo passivization. But the transitive family contains passive trees. The reconciliation can be made through features assigned to verbs that allow blocking the selection of the particular tree. However in the family for verb particle with two objects (e.g., for “John opened up Mary a bank account”), the four lexical entries were judged not to undergo passivization and the corresponding trees (64) were omitted from the family. It is not surprising then that the metarules overgenerate them. Still, 100 out of the 206 are for passives in the unfinished idiom families and are definitely lexically dependent. The other 42 overgenerated passives are in the light verb families. There are a few other cases of overgeneration due to lexically dependent judgments, not worth detailing. Finally, a curious case involved empty elements that could be generated at slightly different positions which are not distinguished at surface (e.g., before or after a particle). The choice for having only one alternative in the grammar is of practical nature (related to parsing efficiency) as opposed to linguistic.

4.3 Limitations to further compaction:
All the metarules for wh-object extraction do essentially the same, but currently they cannot be unified. Further improvements in the metarule system implementation could solve the problem at least partially, by allowing to treat symbols and indices as separate variables. A more difficult problem are some subtle differences in the feature equations across the grammar (e.g., causing the need of a separate tree for relativization of the subject in passive trees). By far, feature equations constitute the hardest issue to handle with the metarules.

4.4 A metarule shortcoming:
Currently they do not allow for the specification of negative structural constraints to matching. There is one feature equation related to punctuation that needed 5 separate metarules (not described above)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>EXAMPLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Declarative</td>
<td>He put the book on the table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Passive w. by</td>
<td>The book was put on the table by him</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Passive w.o by</td>
<td>The book was put on the table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Gerundive nominal</td>
<td>He putting the book on the table was unexpected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Gerundive for passive w. by</td>
<td>The book being put on the table by him ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Gerundive for passive w.o. by</td>
<td>The book being put on the table ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Subject extraction</td>
<td>Who put the book on the table ?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Subj. extr. from passive w. by</td>
<td>What was put on the table by him ?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Subj. extr. from passive w.o. by</td>
<td>What was put on the table ?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1st obj. extraction</td>
<td>What did he put on the table ?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>2nd obj. NP extraction</td>
<td>Where did he put the book ?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>2nd obj. NP extr. from pass. w. by</td>
<td>Where was the book put on by him ?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Agent NP extr. from pass. w. by</td>
<td>Who (the hell) was this stupid book put on the table by ?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>2nd obj. NP extr. from pass. w.o. by</td>
<td>Where was the book put on ?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>PP obj. extr.</td>
<td>On which table did he put the book ?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>PP obj. extr. from pass. w. by</td>
<td>On which table was the book put by him ?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>By-clause extr. from pass. w. by</td>
<td>By whom was the book put on the table ?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>PP obj. extr. from pass. w.o. by</td>
<td>On which table was the book put ?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Imperative</td>
<td>Put the book on the table !</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Declarative with PRO subject</td>
<td>I want to [ PRO put the book on the table ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Passive w. by w. PRO subject</td>
<td>The cat wanted [ PRO to be put on the tree by J. ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Passive w.o by w. PRO subject</td>
<td>The cat wanted [ PRO to be put on the tree ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Ger. nominals with PRO subject</td>
<td>John approved of [ PRO putting the cat on the tree ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Ger. nominals for passive w. by w. PRO subj.</td>
<td>The cat approved of [ PRO being put on the tree by J. ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Ger. nominals for passive w.o. by w. PRO subj.</td>
<td>The cat approved of [ PRO being put on the tree]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Partial view of the trees from the **put** family
to handle (by exhaustion) the following constraint: the equation should be added if and only if the tree has some non-empty material after the verb which is not a “by-phrase”.

4.5 Other cases:
A separate metarule was needed to convert foot nodes into substitution nodes in sentential complement trees. This families departs from the rest of the grammar in that their base tree is an auxiliary tree to allow extraction from the sentential complement. But the corresponding relative clauses have to have the S complement as a substitution node.

5 Discussion
A question might arise about the rationale behind the ordering of the rules. There has been some debate about how lexical or syntactic rules should apply to generate an LTAG. Becker’s metarules have been targeted due to the unboundedness in the process of their recursive application. He has been defending himself (Becker, 2000) suggesting principles under which boundedness would arise as a natural consequence. What we have been proposing here is a clear separation between the metarules as a formal system for deriving trees from trees and the control mechanism that says which rule is applied when. Given the experiment we have reported in this paper, it seems undeniable that such approach should be considered at least valid.

As for the particular order we adopted, as mentioned before, it comes partly from reasonable assumptions about precedence of lexical redistribution rules over extraction rules (which can also be empirically observed), and partly as a mere simplification of a partial order relation.

In a related issue, it is important to notice also that the ordering is not among rules, but among instances of rule applications as observed in (Evans et al., 2000). It was just by “accident” that rules were applied only once. For instance, one could imagine that in languages where double wh-movement is possible, a wh-rule have to be effectively applied twice. That does not entitle one to reject an a priori ordering between the instances. In this case the wh-rule would appear twice in the graph.

Still another issue that can be raised is related to the monotonicity of the approach, especially in face of the problems we had with passives. As in (Candido, 1996), we overgenerate: ultimately, trees are incorrectly being assigned to some lexical items. In our particular case, however this can be charged to the architecture of the XTAG English grammar. The obvious way to handle this kind of problem in the XTAG grammar is by way of features in the lexical items that block their effective selection of a template. On the other hand if one wants to adopt a stronger lexicalist approach, it is easy to see how one could allow the lexical item to influence the base trees so as to control what rules in the chain are effectively applied, e.g., as in (Evans et al., 2000). Or, in other words: a metarule by itself is just a mechanism for tree-transformation.

6 Conclusions
The ideas of compact representation of the lexicon are certainly not new, with well known concrete proposals for diverse frameworks (Bresnan, 1982; Gazdar et al., 1985; Pollard and Sag, 1997). For LTAGs, in particular, there has been quite a few proposals, as we have already mentioned (Vijay-Shanker and Schabes, 1992; Becker, 1993; Candido, 1996; Evans et al., 1995; XIA, 2001), and even large-scale grammars built with them, e.g., the French grammar in (Abeille and Candido, 2000) and an English one in (Xia, 2001).

The work we described in this paper evaluates a particular approach to grammar generation from compact representation. On the one hand, it tests the hypothesis that Becker’s tree-transformation rules, the ‘metarules’, fit well the LTAG formalism and can be effectively and efficiently used to build large-scale such grammars. On the other hand, the facility with which a natural partial ordering of such rules is obtained (here simplified as a total order for practical reasons), dismisses the debate concerning free-generation, unboundedness, and also weakens the arguments concerning the non-directionality of the metarules, suggesting that they might be more of an academic nature.

A major strength of the approach is to have set a target grammar with which to compare. A detailed qualitative evaluation of the mismatches between the existing and generated grammars was obtained that allows us to access not only the weaknesses of the generation process but also the problems of the original grammar development: e.g., the inconsistency in the treatment of the interface between the lexicon and the tree templates.

Future work in the XTAG group includes the construction of a graph based interface for metarules that allows the application of metarules according

\textsuperscript{10}Of course, this may not reflect Becker’s view.
to a partial order, as well as distinct treatment for different families.\textsuperscript{11} We are also interested in aspects of the use of metarules to enhance extracted grammars (Kinyon and Prolo, 2002).
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